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QUANTITATIVE INVESTING

Making sense of quants
Quant investing faces a standing four-letter
challenge: LTCM. It doesn’t help anyone’s
thesis that quant is associated with a
debacle like the collapse of Long-Term
Capital Management. This is just one
reason why some of the arguments in
favour of quant investing deserve serious
examination – as if common sense wasn’t
enough...
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Latest News
Nippon Life names Nissay to oversee sustainable global equity fund
| 5 June 2018

Insurance: The 5-billion-yen fund will invest in companies that benefit from demand
for sustainable development-related businesses

Global real estate AUM up 12% in 2017, survey finds
| 5 June 2018

Investments: Total real estate assets under management rose to $2.8 trillion from
$2.5 trillion in 2016

Singapore and India sign pact to boost fintech ties
| 5 June 2018

Financial Technology: The two countries will form a joint working group to strengthen
fintech innovation

Investec appoints hew head of institutional sales for Southeast Asia
| 4 June 2018

Going Places: Diya Lowe will oversee the company’s Southeast Asia business
development and client servicing
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